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kawasaki ke 100 technical specifications ultimate specs - kawasaki ke 100 specs in this version sold from year 1975 the
dry weight is and it is equiped with a single cylinder two stroke motor the engine produces a maximum peak output power of
11 00 hp 8 0 kw 7000 rpm and a maximum torque of with this drive train the kawasaki ke 100 is capable of reaching a
maximum top speed of 100 0 km h, 1975 kawasaki ke 100 specifications and pictures - 1975 kawasaki ke 100
specifications pictures reviews and rating 1975 kawasaki ke 100 picture credits jamie spencer submit more pictures 1975
kawasaki ke 100 discuss this bike rate this motorbike this bike s rating write a review sell this motorcycle such bikes for sale
tip a friend list related bikes, kawasaki ke100 1974 1998 review speed specs prices - ride quality brakes 3 out of 5 the
kawasaki ke100 s disc valve two stroke single was considered lively back in the mid 1970s but nowadays it s just an
average performer although the low weight of the kawasaki ke100 just 95kgs wet means acceleration is reasonably perky
the kawasaki ke100 gets vibey above 50mph and a bit noisy too, kawasaki ke100a history specs pictures cyclechaos the kawasaki ke100a was a dual purpose motorcycle manufactured by kawasaki from 1976 to 1981 it was alpha numerical
replacement for the kawasaki g5 major changes over the g5 were color marking speedometer position grips and seat the ke
also had brighter head and tail lights it could reach a top speed of 62 mph 100 km h, 2001 kawasaki ke100 dirt bike guide
reviews photos - 2001 ke100 score 1 power going slow for example on very rough trails off road power is poor from the
high gearing and notoriously weak 2 stroke low rev power
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